
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a general engineer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for general engineer

Builds relationships with internal and external clients and presents research
results
Communicates with client with regard to the schedule and quality of
deliverables
Develops Government test plans, reviews contractor test plans, provides
oversight on testing conducted by the Government and contractors, reviews
and assesses test incidents, and provides engineering advice
Analyzes contractor engineering change proposals for adequacy, identifies
new capabilities for possible product insertion, and makes recommendations
on engineering changes
Performs complex analysis of Gas Supply Portfolio contracts to ensure they
are adequate to meet forecasted gas load under varying weather scenarios
using the SENDOUT computer model
Develops storage withdrawal plans for the upcoming winter using SENDOUT
and updates through- out the winter based on actual weather
Coordinates with Gas Distribution Planning for the locations (City Gate)
where new supply must enter the gas distribution system to serve customer
load based on their Synergy model update of the hydraulics of the gas
distribution system
Evaluates the economics of adding new pipeline capacity based on available
pipeline open season offers that mesh with the above
Prepares the annual Gas Capacity Plan Filing to the MD PSC which
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to serve our firm customers for the upcoming winter and the following 4
winters based on the results of the appropriate SENDOUT studies
Performs pipeline capacity cost calculations to support the annual GCRC
filing (Rider 7) and Standby Service Filing (Rider 3) by Pricing and Tariffs

Qualifications for general engineer

Background in PLC code development, integration of automated equipment
into structured controls architecture
Proficiency in data management, database development, PC based program
code development
Proficiency in network architecture development within a manufacturing
environment
Familiar with creating process documentation
Knowledge of Electric Distribution system and Standards, Distribution
Automation, Reliability programs and strategies
Bachelor’s degree coupled with a minimum of four years’ of Forensics
Engineer experience or similar duties


